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WHEATNETT= FUTURE PROOF!

WHEATNET LETS YOU ROUTE THOUSANDS
of bi-directional signals at ONCE in just 60

microseconds-all secure, virus -proof and in just 2 rackspaces! WHEATNET leaps way ahead of conven-

tional stacked router or IP-based designs,
interconnecting up to 48 studios (each with its own independent

mix engines and I/O resources)
using just one CAT -5 wire per studio, plus providing systemwide X-Y control

from one central location. You can even meter and monitor (in stereo) any signal systemwide.

REDUNDANCY?
We've got that covered too: just add a second WHEATNET and CAT -5 link from each

studio and have an AUTOMATIC standby interconnect for the ENTIRE system!

WHEATSTONE has a proven track record for digital networking;benefit from our experience!

48 CAT -5 PORTS with 128 audio channels -N1 "N
--N1

(plus embedded
control data) per port. -N. -N. -N. -N. "N "N.1. 1. -N.

THAT'S 6144 TRAFFIC CHANNELS IN JUST

TWO RACK SPACES!

-N. -N. -N. -N.-N. 1. -N. -N. N. --N.

-NI 1i 1

GET THE POWER!

tel 252-638-7000 / sales@
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Harris is your end -to -end radio solution provider.
AM/FM Analog or HD Radio"'  Audio Consoles  Broadcast Studios

High Power AM Systems and Service Intraplex Transport
HD Radio" is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation

Harris PR&E NetWave console with optional networking.
Available in 8-16-24 channel frames, all with fully ,40CUFP4
modular construction.

PIC

FlexStar HDx exciter -the gold -standard
for FM and FM -HD exciters, featuring
RTAC (Real Time Ada3tive Correction for
best mask compliance) and Exgine, the
latest iBiquity platform in HD Radio.
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ZX1000. 1 kW tri-mode FM/FM-HD
or digital only transmitter. FM
transmitters available from 250 W
to 70 kW, in analog or HD Radio.
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Imagine Harris transmitters...
combined with legendary Orban audio processing.
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Destiny 3DX-50,
50 kW medium wave
direct digital drive high
efficiency, high reliability
AM transmitter. AM
transmitters from 1 kW
to 2 megawatts, all fully
compatible with HD Radio.

OPTIMOD 9400 -AM Digital
No -compromise, independent, multiband processing

for analog AM and digital radio-in one box!

For over 20 years, OPTIMOD-AM has dominated the sound
of major -market AM radio. Orban's new 9400 offers even

better analog AM processing, while its unified analog and digital
design substantially reduces costs compared to a two -box configuration.

;IP
orboyd

www.orban.com

Contact Harris at 800-622-0022 or email autoconfirm@harris.com

1,ARRIS assuredcommunications' www.harris.corn
Government Systems RF Comm Broadcast Microwave
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WireAss Broadband
InteFIRPt Remotes

Now Shipping
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*Verizon, Cingular and Sprint now offer broadband IP cell phones you cen
plug into a Tieline codec and deliver reliable, broadcast quality remotes

from wherever you're standing

.1 The first time out with the Tieline wasa
a brilliantly simple experience for
everyone involved. For lack of a
better phrase, the codec just worked.

-Christian yang Chief Engineer
Clear Channel St. Louis

Read the full story and get
a FREE IP demo www.tieline.com/ip

800-950-0750
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Selected headlines from the past month.

FCC Launches Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau
The new bureau is designed to provide an efficient, effective and responsive organizational structure to addressmatters
related to public safety, homeland security, and emergency management and preparedness.

More than 3,000 Attend NAB Radio Show
The NAB Radio Show held in Dallas Sept. 20-22 was a success by NAB standards.
Registered attendance at the show was 3,099, not including the R&R registration.

Radio One Chooses Harris Again
The seventh largest radio broadcasting company has purchased Harris transmitters for its third
round of HD Radio conversions for 17 FM stations and one AM station.

FCC Slates FM Auction for March 2007
Designated Auction No. 70, this auction will offer 124 construction permits for new FM allotments.

Sangean to Debut HD Radio Products
Two Sangean HD Radio receivers will be available to consumers for the 2006 holiday season. The HDT-1 is a radio com-
ponent tuner and the HDR-1 is a tabletop radio.

Mississippi Stations Find New Way to Send Emergency Alerts
30 Mississippi radio stations have installed Global Security Systems' First Alert System to deliver emergency alerts and
enhanced RDS data to first responders and listeners. The First Alert System uses a station's FM subcarrier to provide a com-

munications channel.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the
mic icon is placed on this issue's cover

and you could win a Heil mic
courtesy of Transaudio Group.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2006.

This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -30.

Enter by November 10.
Send your entry to

radio@prismb21).com
Include your name, mailing address and phone number.

TRANSAIUDIO

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

THE NAB
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Site Features
E-mail Newsletters Keep You Informed

Stay up to date with the latest radio broadcasting news and
information. The Radio Currents comes to you every Monday
with all the industry information from the previous week. Twice
each month look for the Digital Radio Update, the source of
digital audio broadcasting news and information. The cover-
age extends to DRM, satellite radio and more. Also look for
the Show Update e-mail newsletters in the spring and fall with
the major conventions. Subscribe to all of them today.

Industry Events
The Radio magazine Industry Events section lists upcoming
conventions and conferences. Look for it on every page of
the Radio magazine website, and be sure to send your event
information to us.

Industry Links
Schools, museums, associations and more are listed in the
Industry Links section.

Advertiser Links
Looking to contact a Radio magazine advertiser? Web links
to all the advertisers in the October issue are available online.
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BROADCAST AUDIO CONSOLES

all the audio
and communications

for broadcasters

EQUIPMENT FOR REMOTES

ARENA Console
Ultimate digital audio console.

BC 300
Analogue audio console with built-in telephone hybrid and
power amplifier at incredibly low price.

BC 500
Cost effective analogue auaio console with built-in
digital telephone hybrid.

BC 2500
Top level analogue audio console.
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PAW 120
Palm -size digital recorder. Nevi and improved design.
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Portable codec, audio mixer and telephone hybrid.
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Eagle
ISDN audiocodec wit`i phone hybrid capabilities at a
great value!
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Course
The COURSE, a 4-un.t chassis, with control software and dual
power supplies accommodates up to 10 communication
boards: dual channel ISDN codec, Digital Hybrid (analog line)
or V35/X21, and socn to be released IP codec.
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Digital telephone hybrid with frequency extender.

AEQ USA
Phone: +1 954-581-7999

Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 (US only)
e-mail: sales@aeqbroadcastcom

For more information please visit us at
www.aeqbroadcastcom



Steve Cropper (left) brings it home during
Sweet Home Chicago with Chriss Scherer,
Richard Frisch and Jon Adelstein.

VIEWPOINT AlCSCHERER@PRISMB2B.COM

What do
consumers know?

Last month I provided an update on HD Radio and how retail stores were
prepared to answer questions and provide receivers. The results of my
field study were disappointing. Since then, I received many letters and

comments, most of them agreeing with my findings that the technology has not
yet made large headway into the consumer circle.

One letter suggested that I ask consumers what they know about HD Radio. So
I expanded my study during my recent trips to Dallas for the NAB Radio Show,
Verona, NY, for the SBE National meeting and SBE22 Broadcast and Technology
Expo, and Cincinnati for a couple of days with my family. I also spoke with a

coworker at another audio technology magazine
within the Prism Business Media family who is
based in San Francisco.

My brother subscribes to Sirius, and he's happy
with it. I doubt that he will ever make the effort
to purchase an HD Radio receiver unless it just
happens to be in the receiver that he is buying.
My coworker in San Francisco had heard of HD
Radio, but she knew nothing about it. I asked
hotel clerks and restaurant workers. No HD
Radio here.

I asked about the HD Radio promos running in
some of the markets that urge listeners to discover
it. Some had heard the spots, but had no clue
what it was about. Nor did they have any concept
about the stations between the stations.

I attended the HD Radio
update session with Bob
Struble and Peter Ferrara
at the NAB Radio Show,
and I heard a lot of posi-
tive information about the
roll -out and the upcoming
plans. It is encouraging to
hear that more receivers
are becoming available,
although many of them

A will not be ready for
the upcoming holiday
season.

I also learned about the
efforts to inform retailers

moor

about the technology. What's ironic is that the
two main electronics retailers that have a pres-
ence all over the country are the two that are at
the bottom of the retailer roll -out: Best Buy and
Circuit City. Of course, these are the two chains
that I visited last month and received the disap-
pointing response.

Next time I'll stop at Radio Shack-a retailer
that is promoting HD Radio in the "Discover It"
spots-and see if the phrase is "you have ques-
tions, we have HD Radio."

Not all work at the Radio Show
I had a rare opportunity to extend beyond the

all -work element of the NAB Radio Show by
participating in a group of broadcast peers who
share my interest in music. Gathering to perform
at the Marconi Awards dinner, the Formats, as
the band is known, included some of radio's top-
level managers, including Bonneville International
President Bruce Reese, Emmis Communications
CEO Jeff Smulyan, Sandusky Radio President
Norman Rau, Regent Communications SVP Op-
erations Fred Murr, Greater Media President Peter
Smyth, Norm Phillips of Network Minded, South
Central Communications President -Radio Craig
Jacobus, Urban Radio Broadcasting President
Kevin Wagner, KLIF-AM GSM Richard Frisch,
RAB VP Mark Levy and others.

Besides enjoying the company of fellow broad-
casters, I also had the opportunity to play with
FCC Commissioner Jon Adelstein (who plays
harmonica and flute) and the special guest,
guitarist Steve Cropper.

I have to admit that the opportunity to play with
a guitar legend and an FCC Commissioner on the
same stage was one that I could not miss.

8 October 2006



nternet remotes...
there's been talk.

n Live from 37,000 Feet-No
kidding-Live Broad:ast from
a Lufthansa flight!

... successful y aired his three hour talk
show from a commercial a rplane [using
ACCESS] at 37,000 feet on regularly
scheduled fl ght between Frankfurt,
Germany and New York, LS.

Peter Greenberg-Host of the syndicated radio
program Trove! Today

For the complete story visit

http:;!remotehroadcasts. biogsoot.cor

C. Radio Free Asia-Live from
the Himalayas

.t ,81,

"Tae esults [with ACCESS) were especially
re iat le considering that Dharamsala has
ore cf most "problematic" Internet
infrostructu -es that we have come across."

- David Baden, Chief Technology
Officer Radio Tree Asia

For the con ulete story visit
http. remot...br omiosts biodspot.corn

Ski Mountain Remote

Tnis Dictu-a, recrly demonstrates what
ACCESS is about. This product truly has the
abilty to cut the wi-es.

For time corrplete story visit

http:dremoiebroacicosts.biogspot.corn

EI 3A YIN 94.5-Walk for Hunger

'ACCESS we s used on the ai e:<d tsively
for J&NIN94!. at this one. It w DS cI over
EVDD .vith c t emencous arr o mt .nf
active cell phones in the area. The
ACCESS was conneo ed to the Verizon
wireless Broadband._

tn. e story visrt

hip:Immoteb-codcasts.hlogspot. :o. n

Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e-mail: infoqDcomrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, VIA 01434 USA  Tel: (978) 784-1776  Fax: (978) 784-1717

Put Comrex On The Line.
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PIPs yield progress By Kevin McNamara,
CNE

he majority of large corporations throughout the world have been adopt-
ing some form of process improvement programs (PIP) in their day-to-day
operations to increase production efficiencies, maintain customer loyalty

and achieve significant cost savings. There are several PIPs available; these
include: the Theory of Constraints (TOC), Just -in -Time (JIT), Lean Thinking, ISO
9000 quality standards and Six Sigma. Many of these have been around for
years and you have no doubt heard or read about them in the past.

The goal of PIPs is to improve the way organizations perform specific tasks to
achieve increased efficiency and lower costs. In the end they should also affect

customer satisfaction with the product or service in
a positive manner, i.e. more reliability or improved
performance. Most PIPs are tailored for specific
applications, such as those found in manufactur-

ing or service businesses,

but in concept can
be applied

to any busi-
ness that provides
something to an end -
user, including the broad-
casting business.

One of the more common
PIPs used in large businesses

today, Six Sigma, is based
on standard deviation from
the mean of a group not
totally unlike the meth-
odologies used by

the audience
rating services that

measure the listening or
viewing habits within a market.

The official definition of Six Sigma as applied
to PIP is "a systematic and innovative activity that
assesses the causes for defects and errors occurred
in every sector of the management based on the
statistical measures, analyses the causes and
ultimately eliminates them."

The concept behind Six Sigma has been around
for several decades, but in 1986 an engineer at
Motorola named Bill Smith was recognized as
the criginator of the name as applied to the PIP
most known for reducing manufacturing defects
and improving the quality control of products. The
term Six Sigma is, in fact, a registered service
mark and trademark of Motorola.

Theory behind Six Sigma
The primary application for Six Sigma is tradition-

ally in a manufacturing environment but has been
successfully applied to other businesses such as
engireering and construction. The basic concept of
Six Sigma is to reduce the total amount of defects
experienced by an end user to 3.4 defects per
one million products.

The theory is deeply rooted in mathematics,
hence the term Sigma, which represents a devia-
tion from a mean value. In this case, the term Six
Sigma would represent a window of six deviations
on either side of the mean. Interestingly, the 3.4
defects per million actually translates to a value
about 4.5 deviations from the mean, not 6. So
what gives? Somewhere along the development
of the PIP, there were 1.5 deviations added, which
is known as the 1.5 sigma shift (or drift).

Six Sigma methods
There is more than one methodology for imple-

menting a Six Sigma PIP. Which is used depends
on the type of business or process application. The
two most common are DMADV and DMAIC.

DMADV is an acronym for define, measure,
analyze, design and verify. This method is used
for the development of processes or product
development.

DMAIC stands for define, measure, analyze,
improve and control. This method replaces the
"design and verify" used in DMADV with "improve"
and control," which permits the PIP to be used
with general business processes.

What is necessary to understand is that any
implementation of Six Sigma requires a significant
commitment throughout a company. To implement
the program properly, those tasked with carrying
out the program need to commit all or a portion
of their time working on the program.

There is also a great deal of training required

10 October 2006
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to continually develop the program and ensure its
future success. Finally, Six Sigma PIPs do not deal
with global company issues, rather it is intended
for single processes used in the business. In most
cases, separate PIPs will be developed for multiple
processes within a single project.

To carry out the PIP, the problem must be defined.

The definition of the problem typically is identified
by the employee (or group of) that are closest to the
task, called the Yellow Belts. The specific problem

"Who says

IP-Audio is

the future?"

"They do."

Some very well-known companies are embracing

IP-Audio using Livewire-.

The Livewire logo is proof your

new studio equipment can con-

nect compatibly to IP networks

for linear, high -resolution audio.

Livewire: professional networked audio over Ethernet.

2006 Axio Audio. Livewire TM TLS Corp.: all other marks TM their respective owners.

needing improvement is defined along with the
supporting documentation and submitted to a
Green Belt, who further gathers the appropriate
information and provides a more detailed analysis
of the problem and potential solutions.

Th.s information is then sent to a Black Belt who
is responsible for packaging the provided PIP
and ultimately analyzes the cost/benefit of the
PIP at the high levels of the company. He may
also ask for further input from other departments

as necessary.
Once the PIP is completed it is presented

to upper management for approval.
Once approved, the PIP is published
throughout the organization to implement
the change.

Marc
ENCO
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Certifications
Implementing a Six Sigma PIP within a

company also requires that many, if not
all, employees hold one of many certifi-
cations depending on their specific role.
The name given to these certifications
are synonymous with the ranking system
found in martial arts and tend to reflect
the responsibilities of the individual.

Yellow Belt -This level can also be called
gold belt and represents an employee
who is typically "front lines" in terms of
the issue. They can identify the problem
and possibly offer a suggestion on how
it may be improved.

Green Belt - These employees spend
more time implementing PIPs along with
working on their normal workload.

Black Belt - These are the leaders of
individual PIPs. They are typically em-
ployees dedicated to carrying out the
PIPs, including presenting them to upper
management and are expected to com-
plete an average of six per year.

Master Black Belt -Are usually assigned
to manage all PIPs within specific depart-
ments at the corporate level.

Champion - Has overall responsibility
to carry out the program and ensure the
employees have the required training
and resources needed.

There is great deal of information on
the Six Sigma and other PIPs on the
Web. Even if your company has not
adopted a formal program, use some
of the methodologies on a smaller scale
within your department to help with
day-to-day activities, particularly if those
include managing a new construction
project.

McNamara is president of Applied Wireless,
Cape Coral, FL.
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Innovative IP-based applications save money, save

time and protect valuable station assets. But how

to get IP connections at remote transmitter sites?

LanLink HS -900 provides IP Ethernet and

RS -232 data where no wires or cables exist.

And without licenses, leases or new antennas.

Ask the digital STL experts today.

Moseley
Dave Chancey 805.968.9621 Bi I Gould 978.373.6303
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NAB says
FM translators are the answer By Harry Martin

FM translators have become the latest fad, offering a low -power solution to
a wide range of woes. In July, the National Association of Broadcasters
(NAB) asked the FCC to amend its rules to allow AM stations to use FM

translators. As the NAB observed, nighttime interference forces thousands of AM
stations to reduce power or cease operations between sunrise and sunset. That
problem, together with the increasing number of external factors contributing to
AM coverage gaps, imposes burdens that arguably warrant FCC intervention.

FM translators could provide a solution for AM coverage problems. The NAB
is asking the Commission to allow use of FM translators to provide fill-in service

for AAA stations, with the translator signal limited
to the lesser of the 2mV/m daytime contour of
the AM station it rebroadcasts or a circle with a
25 -mile radius surrounding the AM station. The
petition submits that retransmission of AM stations
by FM translators presents a technically feasible,
pro -competitive and pro -public interest solution to
signal -loss problems. Translators would not only
allow daytime -only stations to operate at night,
they also would improve daytime service, as FM
translators would help overcome intervening terrain
barriers and distance issues.

Dateline
Dec. 1 is the deadline for radio stations in Colorado,

Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota to
file their biennial ownership reports.

Dec. 1 is the date on which radio stations in Alabama,
Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Massachusetts, Maine,
Minnesota, Montana, New Hampshire, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Vermont and Rhode Island must place
their annual EEO reports in their public files and post
them on their websites.

The NAB petition -and the FCC's reaction to
it-is controversial. Recall that NAB opposed a
similar proposal made by the American Community
AM Broadcasters Association in 1997, a proposal
that was similarly based on the use of FM transla-
tors to overcome AM nighttime signal disruption.
The NAB now asserts that "continued pressures
on AM radio" and the need for "another boost to
enhance AM stations' ability to serve audiences
and compete in the ever-changing media market-
place" have ripened the issue for re-examination.
A footnote in the NAB petition expands on this
general rationale, stating that "AM stations are
encountering ever more interference problems as

a result of an increase in ambient noise."
The NAB does not specify the source of that in-

crease in ambient noise, but one possible source is
in -band on -channel (IBOC) digital radio operation.

Hybrid analog/digital AM operation requires a
great deal more bandwidth than analog alone,
which in turn increases the potential for adjacent
channel interference. Hybrid AM operations are
currently permitted only during the day due to con-
cerns about adjacent -channel interference at night.

But in June 2004, the NAB recommended that
the FCC authorize hybrid AM operation at night,
a recommendation that would invite an increase
in potential AM interference problems.

The hybrid AM proposal got the FCC's attention
in July 2006, when it was one of several proposals
in an agenda item the Commission was scheduled
to consider at an open meeting. But the Commis-
sion dropped the item from its agenda the day
before the NAB filed the translator proposal. This
sequence of events suggests that the proposal for
FM translator use by AM stations may have been
conceived by the NAB to complement the IBOC
hybrid proposal for AM because translators in
AM stations' hands would help ameliorate the
additional interference that would emanate from
hybrid AM operation at night.

If the FCC genuinely is concerned about the
potential impact of FM translators on LPFM service,
a policy issue being fiercely debated in another
proceeding, why would the Commission be at-
tracted to the NAB's plan to help lowly daytime
AM stations and forego the opportunity to create
more local LPFM stations? And this at a time when
the FCC's processing line is choked with thousands
of mutually exclusive translator applications that
have been on file for more than three years.

The Commission may have a long-range plan
for FM translators, a plan that somehow will
accommodate increased translator use (for AM
and FM stations) and protection of LPFM service.
Alternatively, putting the NAB's translator proposal
on a fast track may have no policy implications at
all, and merely signify the agency's willingness to
broaden the debate on the role of translators.

Martin is a past president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of Fletcher, Heald
& Hildreth, Arlington, VA. E-mail rflartin@fhhlaw.corn.

14 October 2006
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Xtreme revm.--eme Radio Automation...

Live

IONLY $100 111111 TPER .1110Njarsilim
r a complete radio station

iigemor
n A r Automation xtreme

X -Edit -pro production studios
X-Sched traffic studios
X -studio News & Remotes
all included with Xtreme!

The 'Bridge' hardware ..

supplied by Arrakis contains the audio sound

cards, routing switchers, and control logic so

that the PC requires NO special hardware or

setup. This means that the PC can be off -

the -shelf, and unmodified so that it is easily

serviced locally. The Xtreme 'Solutions' pro-

gram is per workstation for complete redun-

dancy and backup. Imagine an AM/FM

combo with production room for only $300

per month. With more than 15 years of

automation experience and thousands of

Arrakis automation systems in the field

around the world, Arrakis can provide you

with the solution that meets BOTH your

business AND technology needs.

Wriimmisisr
Xtreme
'HARDWARE'
a 16 x 3 stereo routing

switcher, dual PC sound

cards, & control logic

111111._

1111.1"Pr
111Fh

'SOFTWARE'
powerful Win-
dows

WM.
PC software

for live air, auto-
mation, schedul-
ing, and produc-
tioi

No down payment

Return at any tirre

Free Factory training

Free Hardware support

Free Telephone support

Free Software upgrades

Free Hardware upgrades

Free PC and Network setup

the XTREME 'Solutions' program
Xtreme is a complete solution fcr live & automated On Air Radio

systems. Pay one very low monthly fee. and we do the rest. We

supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all that

you supply is the PC. Without a large initial equipment investment

there is no financial risk or capita', expense; the old automation sys-

tem can be upgraded out of current ope-ating costs. With free sys-

tem configuration and training you receive the help you need to

make a smooth transition to the new system. With free hardware

replacement, ongoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone sup-

port helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means you

have the latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that

,s not included is the PC compul.:er and we can help you with that

too... also for free.

...the risk free automation system
XTREME-digilink

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com Arrakis
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.411I Take the mystery out
of choosing a digital

audio workstation
By Jim Smith

After years of cutting analog tape
with a razor blade, I assembled
my first digital audio workstation

during the stone age of computer editing
in 1991. This was the Turtle Beach 56K
system, running on a 386 PC with Win-
dows 3.1. At a total cost of $6,500,

it was less expensive than, but quite
comparable to, Digidesign's Sound
Tools (the primitive precursor to Pro
Tools(, which ran on a Mac. Both
were 16 -bit, hardware -based
machines using largely destruc-
tive editing and clunky playlists
to assemble audio clips. Both

stored audio on SCSI drives
costing more than $2,000
per gigabyte. Neither was
immune to crashes. Nei-
ther always worked the
way it was supposed to,

yet both saw plenty of profes-
sional work in the early 1990s.
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The new math of audio routing

With Logitek, you don't have to spend a fortune to move
audio signals around your facility. Our Audio Engine router
does it all-X-Y routing, mixing, gain control, EQ,
compression, limiting-for a great price.

Learn mo-e about the Aud o Engine and Logitek's line of
console control surfaces a: www.lpgitekaudio.com.

Logitek
Console Router Systems

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
713.664.4470

infoOlogitekaudio.com

5622 Edgemoor  Houston, TX 77031
1.800.231.5870
wmnv.logitekaudio.com

C 2006 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
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By 1994, I had exhausted the capabilities of my first

DAW, and Turtle Beach, in an increasingly familiar busi-
ness cycle, was getting out of the workstation business.
Casting around for a better system, I chanced upon the
Microsound DAW from Micro Technologies Unlimited
(MTU). Its 32 -bit internal architecture, totally non-destruc-
tive operation and free -form editing paradigm all seemed
unique in that era, and, to my ears, sonically superior. I

made the difficult business decision to spend $12,500
for my first turnkey, hardware -based MTU box.

Fast forward to 2002. I had spent eight years creating

radio shows, editing and mastering CDs and putting
together soundtracks for long -form TV documentaries and
commercials on the Microsound system. Never once had

I lost a file or seen the system crash, and it still sounded
great. Somewhere along the way, however, support
and upgrades, which were initially fabulous, dried up.
MTU did not have a large enough customer base or deep
enough pockets to keep up with the changes in the pro
audio market, and had to turn its attention elsewhere.
The features I now needed to work efficiently-plug-ins,
multiple file formats, surround support-would never be

part of this otherwise flawless system, and it
was becoming useless without them.

The challenge of finding a new editing
and production environment was daunting,
especially because I had not dealt with a seri-
ous software learning curve in eight years.
Luckily, the world of computer digital audio
had been busy while I was away, and, after
several months of research, I settled on a
pair of native software packages (Steinberg's
Nuendo and Wavelab) that more than
met my needs. What I learned during that
process and during the following four years
should be useful and heartening if you are
interested in taking the plunge.

Digital Radio
Is In His Future,
Belden Should
Be In Yours!

Don't Trust Your Digital Conversion to Anything Other Than Belden -
The Proven Leader in Broadcast and Data Cable Technology.

Belden is the leader in broadcast cable

technology, offering the best quality and the

broadest line of audio and video cables in the

industry. In fact, Belden Brilliance' products

Are the important link in any number of radio

broadcasts, network and cable TV broadcasts,

and post -production recording and film studios.

For radio, this includes hundreds of top-quality

cables for instrumentation, microphone and

line -level equipment applications - including

AES/EBU-compliant digital cable designs.

Additionally Belden is the market leader

in Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) data cable

design, supplying extremely high quality

cables for 10 Gigabit Ethernet performance,

as well as Category 6 and 5e. And, only Belden

otters UTP cables with Bonded -Pairs. Belden

Bonded -Pair cables ensure good attenuation

characteristics over longer distance since

the pair conductors are bonded together to

maintain a consistent conductor -to -conductor

spacing. Bonded -Pairs also mean Installable

Performance'- that is, unlike other UTP designs,

Bonded -Pair cables maintain their superior

electrical performance even after the

rigors of installation.

So, for a better link to the future,

stay tuned to Belden.

For a FREE Digital Studio Cable Guide

Of a FREE cable sample, call:

1.800.BELDEN.1

Or go to Belden's Web

site for more information,

at binvw.belden.com

ELDEN
SENDING ALL THE RIGHT SIGNALS

C.21-06 Beick,

The state of the DAW
Support and longevity are key issues. The

"faster, better, cheaper" pressure that has
driven so many digital audio products into
oblivion is still at work, but the marketplace
has served to stabilize many of the more
venerable players. Part of this process has
been the absorption of successful software
developers by large, well -established com-
panies. Among others, Sony has taken in
Sonic Foundry, Adobe bought Cool Edit Pro,
Yamaha purchased Steinberg, Avid merged
with Digidesign and Apple purchased
Logic. Virtually every other company left
standing now seems solid. The result is a
strong field of software developers that are
in direct competition with each other for
price, power, features and support.

Better support, however, still requires cost
efficiency in this competitive atmosphere,
and does not necessarily imply personal
contact. Good manuals, well organized
FAQ, forums and e-mail interactions will
be your primary resources, because talk-
ing to a human on the phone, with a few
exceptions, will probably require a credit
card. Like everything else now, support is
driven almost entirely by the economy of
using the Internet.

With this system in place, you may find
yourself downloading software, drivers and
upgrades frequently, and you will have to
deal with any associated security issues.
These concerns lead many pros to keep
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WE BUILD COMPLETE FULLY
OPERATIONAL RADIO STUDIOS

(INCLUDING THE FURNITURE) FOR...
BROADCAST RADIO INTERNET RADIO 4 SATELLITE RADIO

EDUCATION BUSINESS  HOME

CHECK OUT SOME OF OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS!
Nu%, Our ECS Studio was selected by the Nevada Broadcasters Association

for their Headquarters' Radio Studio.

Nevada is the FIRST State to have a Radio Studio WITH,N
its Broadcasters Association!
An ECS Studio is installed at the Whitmar-Har.son Feg onal High School
near Boston, MA.

TT -NO

COMPUTERIZED STUDIOS, LLC
ff 111111.

EFR ON OFFERS SAME -DAY
STUDIO SETUP!

Order delivered by 8am, you could
be on the air by noon!

Save time and money with our
PATENTED TECHNOLOGY.

IDEAL FOR SCHOOLS AND
UNIVERSITIES!

8275 South Eastern Avenue, Suite 200
Las Vegas, Nevada  7C2-938-0475

info@efronstudios.com
www.efronstudios.com
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Inert workstations ()Mine permanently, and use separate busine.s,
computers for downloads and Web communications. If you must
use your DAW computer for your Internet connection, realize that
your audio software may not run properly when the anti -virus soft-
ware is activated.

Native software
There are only a few hardware -based DAWs still active in the

marketplace, most recognizably Pro Tools TDM or HD, Sadie and
Sonic Solutions. These machines are generally stable, well -supported
and quite expensive by modern standards. They are expensive

Now raising Customer Service to the next level:
Our unique iMediaPowerSupport

Update OMT Software

FTP Upload/Download

Online Manuals

Knowledge Base

System Config Backupl

Support Submissions

Support Forum 1

System Diagnostic Tools

and more....

iMediaPowerSupport, 24/7/365
phone, email, & web support

Just another reason why iMediaTouch is the
fastest growing digital audio system

TOLL FREE 888-665-0501
www.imediatouch.com
sales@imediatouch.com Get In Touch with the Future of Broadcasting

Digital Audio Systems - Digital Logging - Intenet Radio - HD

Resource
Guide

Manufacturers of
digital audio
workstations

Acoustica
559-692-2224
www acoustica com

Adobe Systems
800-833-6687
www.adobe.com

ADS Technologies
800-888-5244
www adstech com

Audion Laboratories
206-842-5202
www audionlabs com

Avid Technology
800 -949 -AVID
www.avid.com

Bias
800-775-2427
www.bias-inc.com

Dalet
212-825-3322
www dalet com

Digidesign
800-333-2137
www.digidesign.com

Digigram
703-875-9100
www digigram com

Digital Audio Research
1707 665000
www dar uk com

Digital Juke Box
740 -282 -SOFT
www.digitaljukebox.com

Docsoft
405-236-2466
www docsoft com

E -mu Systems
831-438-1921
www emu com

Edirol
360-594-4273
www.edirol.com

Merging Technologies
858-675-9703
www.merging.com
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Rick Adams
Director, Intcractive
Children's Entertainment
AOL Kids

Sflibl.01-11A+
twASTING CAS
"Hi; m Rick Adams. I am executive producer, host, also producer,
technical director, technical person, / make tea. This is my show. This
is my studio. / do everything. This is an online radio show from AOL
and basically we broadcast live here everyday using this fabulous
board from our friends at Radio Systems. And of course, those are
the people who brought ycu the extremely good and marvelous
StudioHub which / will be talking more about later. This is my studio.
We broadcast to over a million kids a week and we are very happy
about it. That's a million kids a week Awesome. Did I tell you, by the
way, that we broadcast to a million kids a week."

"Look, sure we use XLR's. They're very important. Look how nice they
are. They are good, a very great thing and P m glad we hove them. /
love XLR's. The problem is, you're like - /got this, but / can't make it
work with the other thing. if only you hod Radio Systems Studio Hub,
right. ?Because then, you'd be able to get, like, use a CAT -5 or an RI45,
or whatever you call it."

'See this?Genius! Genius: So, the Studio Hub, is really a good thing.
And it means if you've got this, you can just plug into anything. /t' s
really incredible. So, thank you Radio Systems. Thank you StudioHub!"

CONNECT EVERYTHING
THE CAT -5 STUDIO WIRING SOLUTION

Studio4;11-
Join -a cast of thousands who now count on StudioHub+,
THE broadcast wiring solution.

StudioHub+ is the CAT -5 wiring system that lets you plug
and play all your studio and rack -room equipment with an
elegant system of pre -made cables and adap-.ers.

StudioHub+ is the unive-sal ana'og and digital approach to
wiring all your broadcas: gear.

See the Movie!
Log on to www.studiohu 3.com/themovie
to view scenes of AOL rs.cis and hear the
whole AOL Kids/StudioHub+ story from
Rick Adams. Director, and the sequel from
8 other StudioHub+ sites around the US.

Radio Systems, Inc.  601 Heron Drive  Logan Township, NJ 08085
Phore: 856-467-8000  Fax: 856-467-3044  www.studiohub.com
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enough that anyone considering buying one will have
already done extensive research.

Hardware -based systems have historically had some
natural advantages, especially with latency issues, but
when I purchased my two software packages, I "went
native" because I no longer felt that the (small) business
model supported spending the big bucks on a hardware -

based system. This outlook is widespread and has driven
native development, even resulting in native versions of
traditionally hardware -based systems (e.g.- Pro Tools LE
and M -Powered). With the help of rapid increases in

All the Advantages of HD Radio
In a BE Tube Transmitter

Introducing BE's FMi T Series for High Power HD Radio

These highly -efficient, cost-effective transmitters can help you harness
HD Radio's revenue enhancing potentials, such as multicasting and
Messagecasting. Based on BE's field -proven T Series, they feature
Class C operation and our patented folded half -wave technology.

No company designs and builds a more complete range of analog
and digital radio transmission options than BE. And, thanks to

Essential Spectral Precorrection (ESP) and other proprietary BE
innovations, no HD Radio system outperforms the combination

of BE FXi HD+ FM Exciters and HD Radio transmitters.

Broadcast EIectror6cs, Inc  4100 North 74th Street. Quincy, Illino t 62305

computing power, native software has matured to the
point where a properly integrated system can rival all
the power of a hardware -based system.

Properly, of course, is the key word. Turnkey native
systems where the vendor has done all the homework
for you are available for fairly reasonable integration
fees, but those who choose to save money by install-
ing native software in an existing computer need to be
careful about system setup. The rules for proper setup
of a native digital audio computer are usually available
via the software company's website. Here are some of

the basic requirements that are more or less
standard for PCs and Macs:

 Lots of RAM, the more the better
 At least one extra audio -only hard drive

running at 7,200rpm or faster
 Verified compatibility with the operating

system and motherboard
 Installation of all the latest drivers and

most current software

Verified compatibility with the I/O
hardware

And speaking of PCs and Macs, despite
the raging opinion wars on Internet forums,
there is no evidence that either is better
for audio or is less likely to crash or suffer
integration problems with native operation.
Additionally, software is increasingly be-
ing written that runs equally well on both
systems with nearly identical features,
and the two platforms are pushing toward
compatibility. Choosing one platform over
the other is simply a matter of personal
preference or the suitability of a particular
software package.

Plug -ins
Programs that simulate outboard effects

units and esoteric, vintage processors
(EQ, reverb, mastering compression) have
become a significant part of the creative
process. Plug -ins are included in the DAW
software and available as third party pur-
chases. Some of these third party "plugs"
are developed with the cooperation of the
manufacturers of the expensive analog or
digital equipment that they emulate (SSL,
UA, Sony), and are regarded as being
highly accurate.

One wrinkle accompanying the explosive
growth in plug -ins is the continuation of
several flavors of the software interface that
allows the computer to stream audio (includ-
ing plug -ins) in real time. These protocols
are not necessarily directly compatible with
one another, but can coexist within the same
software or on the same computer.

 Direct X. This is the Windows -only in-
ternal interface that resides in the operating
system. Although it has been considered
sluggish by some in the past, this has not
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stopped some of the truly powerful plug-in packages from
running well in this environment.

 Audio Core/Audio Units. This is the Mac -only internal
OS interface. Programs for Macs will often include free
plug-in bundles that run in Audio Core.

 VST. Virtual Studio Technology was developed by
Steinberg as an open, cross -platform audio interface,
and has become more or less universally accepted for
non-Digidesign programs.

 RTAS. Real Time Audio Suite is the proprietary format
for plug -ins running in Digidesign's Pro Tools. There are
inexpensive third -party programs that allow

Resource
Guide

Micro Technology
Unlimited
919-870-0344
www mtu corn

Netia Digital Audio
866-638-4222
www netia net

Otari
800-877-0577
www.otari.com

Roland
800-542-2307
www.rolandus.com

Sadie
615-327-1140
www sadie corn

SAW Studio
www sawstuclio com

Sonic Solutions
800-225-1656
www.sonic.com

Sony
800-577-6642
www. soundforge com

Steinberg
818-998-4033
www.steinberg.net

Sydec Audio Engineering
954-572-6391
www.sydec.be

Tascam
323-726-0303
www tascam com

Waveframe
510-654-8300
www waveframe com

plugs written for the other protocols to run in Pro Tools as
if they were written for RTAS.

Heavy use of plug -ins of any flavor in real time can
tax the host computer and slow things down dramati-
cally. This has spawned the production of processing
cards and outboard hardware, like the Mackie UAD-1,
TC Powercore or Waves APA32, that carry the load of
plug-in processing and provide relief to the computer's
CPU. Most programs will also allow plug -ins to be frozen
in place by pre -rendering the effect, thus eliminating the
need for real-time CPU horsepower.

LT.RM85FlashMic
THE WORLD'S FIRST

DIGITAL RECORDING MICROPHONE

wrcik
- -

V07424' ';

Forget tapes, discs, cards and cables.
Just pick up a FlashMic and go.

Combining a broadcast -quality Flash recorder with a
Sennheiser mic capsule, HHB's new FlashMic is perfect for

interviewing, journalism and any type of voice recording.

One button press is all it takes
to start recording in either linear or MPEG 2

formats.1GB of built-in memory stores a massive
i8 hours/999 tracks of recordings and it's easy

and quick to transfer files for editing or onward
transmission via FlashMic's built-in USB interface.

HIT

...

Power comes from standard AA
batteries and the included FlashMic
Manager software makes it easy for

individual users or news organiza-
tions to configure single or multiple
FlashMics for particular applications

and file naming protocols.

FlashMic is all you need for
broadcast -quality recording.

So just pick up a FlashMic and go.

www.flashmic.info

Distributed in the USA and Latin America by: Sennheiser Electronic Corp.
1 Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371 USA  Tel: 860-434-9190  Fax: 860-434-1759  wvvw.hhbusa.com

Latin America: Telephone: 52-55-5639-0956  Fax: 52-55-5639-9482
Distributed in Canada by H1-18 Canada: Tel: 416-867-9000 Fax: 416-867-1080

FIRS! WE LISTEN
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Latency and I/O

Unlike the near -instantaneous travel of sound through
analog circuits, digital audio is delayed while its bits are
being crunched by computer processing. For practical
purposes, the only time this latency tends to be a problem
in a modern native DAW is during overdubbing, for ex-
ample, when you try to record new material in sync with
earlier material that you monitor while recording. The

buffering and processing required for accurate playback,
while not a problem during mixing and editing, can add
enough delay to be disconcerting while adding new parts
in real time. The latency can be reduced to low times by
using fast computers and well -written software, but the
major factor in latency control for multitrack monitoring
has become I/O hardware.

Pro Tools, proprietary as always, will only work with
specific Pro Tools -approved I/O, though some of its
hardware can be used with other programs. Virtually
every other piece of software out there can work with a
variety of third -party boxes or cards. While the software
may function adequately with onboard soundcards for
basic editing and production, better fidelity and greatly
enhanced multitrack performance will accompany the use
of one of the large number of boxes or cards that are made
specifically to handle audio for DAW software. These
devices generally add monitoring and mixing software
along with multiple digital or analog inputs and outputs.
They can communicate with the computer and software

via the illiefnui piutoL..us ifl tne Mac of PC OS, or may,
as long as the software is compliant, work with another
Steinberg -developed open, cross -platform protocol called
ASIO. ASIO can enhance the communication between
your software and I/O hardware, and some hardware
and software manufacturers are now advertising "near
zero latency monitoring" using ASIO. In any case, your
best latency settings are generally achieved by working
with the protocol available to you and manipulating the
software that comes with the I/O hardware.

What can this stuff actually do?
Although most of my production, and probably most

of yours, is performed in stereo, there are only a hand-
ful of stereo -only native programs left; notably Sound
Forge, Bias Peak and Wavelab (which now also offers
surround). I found during my original search, however,
that a multitrack program like Nuendo (or Samplitude,
Logic, Adobe Audition, Pro Tools, Cubase, Vegas, Sonar
or any of the others) could be equally fluid and powerful
in a stereo -only project. The tracks can simply be used
as handy organizational tools in a non-destructive mixing,
editing and processing mode.

Virtually all of the multitrack programs allow you to
create, delete and shuffle tracks in any quantity at will,
while importing audio to them and moving that audio
freely to mock up your production in an obvious and
intuitive way. Processing and editing can be applied

Design ))) Build ))) Installation

Ram Broadcast Systems builds studios for
most of North America's major networks,
group stations, and news organizations.

Ram offers comprehensive studio design,
fabrication, systems integration, and
components. Put Ram's 35 years of
experience to work for you:

 Studio Design Et Fabrication
 Pre -Wired Systems
 Broadcast Furniture
 Switchers
 Metering
 Amp ifiers
 Wire &Cable
 Racks
 Accessories
 Used Equipment
 And More!

Radio and Television Studios

RAM Broadcast Systems

www.ramsyscom.com
800.779.7575
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to tracks or clips and auditioned with little or no render-
ing time-and can be undone just as quickly. Files can

usually be accessed directly (and destructively, if so
desired) in a separate, traditional editing window, and
the whole project can be mixed down to the file format
of your choice when you have everything sounding the
way you want. Many (but not all) of the programs offer
direct mastering and burning of audio CDs from their
multitrack windcws.

That is the trend: the all -in -one program. The list of features

found in a single program can include full video and SMPTE
support, MIDI instrument playback, CD mastering, forensic

analysis tools, full multitrack studio emulation, surround
mastering, DVD-A mastering, high quality file conversion,
looping of royalty -free music...and on and on. The depth
and power available can be mind -boggling.

Which program is right for you?
I have not attempted to give you anything like a com-

plete list or comprehensive review of the various audio
programs. I can say, however, that everything in the
marketplace offers high -resolution, high -quality audio
performance capable of fully professional output. The

differences between the DAW systems, which are rapidly
dwindling, are not so much in quality, but in the specific
features offered; the emphasis placed on various features
and the orgarization of the editing and production
interface. In my situation, I chose Nuendo because of

its robust support for video and associated EDL and file
formats. I chose Wavelab because of its CD mastering
tools (Nuendo has no audio CD burning) and simpler,
more familiar editing interface. Colleagues who work
on similar projects decided on Logic, Samplitude, Pro
Tools, Sequoia, Scnar, Cubase and Adobe Audition.
An interesting fact about this group of programs is that
it ranges in price feorn a few hundred dollars to more
than $2,000, sans computer or I/O (except for Pro
Tools). They are all different, yet there is not a real loser
in the bunch.

It is a big field to choose from but the research tools
are there. Demo versions of DAW sofrware, often fully
functional for a limited amount of time, can be downloaded
for a serious test drive. Manuals are often available on
the same websites in PDF format, as well as user forums
that can be browsed by non -owners. Reviews of almost
every product can be found online. As you peruse this
material, understand that powerful programs often contain
many ways to organize or present the work, and that
these alternate approaches are not necessarily obvious
at first glance. With a little patience, you should be able
to stumble across the menus and windows that provide
access to the features and workflow that will best serve
your situation, sensibilities and wallet.

Smith is the owner/operator of Muddy Hole Studios in Martins-
burg, West Virginia.

End -to -End Solutions From SCMS
Orban 8500 FM Digital Audio Processor

Studio

Get your RACK Solution from the Dealer
That Knows Radio!

The Optimod-FM 8500 Orban's new flagship processor.
the next step beyond the Optimod-FM 8400 The 8500 adds
features that make it the ideal choice for FM stations transmitting
iBiquity's HD Radio®. Eureka 147. or a netcast. simultaneously.
The 8500 provides stereo enhancement. equalization, AGC,
band compression. low -IM peak limiting, stereo encoding. and composite
limiting-everything!
20+ excellent sounding. format specific factory presets get you started.
You customize them with easy one -knob control or with 60+ advanced controls.
Processing for digital radio/netcast (DR) is now supplied standat. Increased
base sample rate of
all processing to 64kHz.
Built-in 8 -second delay
in the analog process-
ing path improves

installation versatility
in HD Radio

plants

Mid -South: 1-877-391-2650 Bob Mayben
Central: 1-731-695-1714 Bernie O'Brien
West Coast: 1-866-673-9267 Doug Tharp
Mid -West: 1-513-899-3036 Mary Schnelle
South -Atlantic' 1-770-632-1295 Art White
North-East: 1-315-623-7655 Jim Peck
South-West: 1-877-699-9151 Tyler Callis
Pro Audio: 1-877-640-8205 Ric Goldstein

Contact SCMS
at any of its offices

to discuss your needs
1-800-438-6040

Bob, Ernie, Matt or Mike
HQ in Pineville, NC www.SCMSinc.corn
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FACILITY SHOWCASE

a

A nekkiv facility,
new equipment,

and a focus on a new future
BY Matt Sheahan

Pamplin Media Group is a privately cwnec media powerhouse located in portarc. t has a number of
media interests in the Portland a-ec, nckaing The Portlona ibune anc other pri-t publications. In ad-
dition, Pamplin owns and opera -es tvio rad o staticns in the Portland mcrket. <PAM 360 -AM providing

D news/talk format, and its sister station KKAD-NNA Sunny 1550 with a music of you ife music 'ormat.
After seven years in one location )cnd studio equipment that was, in some cases mare than 20 years old)

<KAD and KPAM were moving to the ground floor of a new shared bui chg. The :pace was essentially
he same size, about 9,000 square feet, but -he broadcast infras-ructure sla e was blank The ground floor
of the building was empty.
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A look into KPAM Production Studio #1.

full newsroom, one traffic studio, three production
studios, one master control and a server room.

Dave Bischoff, Pamplin Broadcasting chief
engineer, had some serious planning to do
and there were some challenges. From an
engineering perspective, "radio stations on the
seventh floor of a high rise...not fun."

Bischoff said that the overriding philosophy
behind the planning of the new facility was for
the technology to "step up," and not just for the
immediate future but looking five, 10 or 15
years down the road. Bischoff noted that the
technological needs of the AM format are vastly
different today than even 10 years ago.

"AM morning shows used to be one person.
Now, AM morning shows have three or four
people working on the program and they all
have technological access requirements."

Bischoff also had to make sure that the change
over from the old facility to the new was seam-
less. He had to ensure that when the switch
was thrown the signals from the new stations
stayed on.

Making plans
Early in the process, Bischoff chose Creative Studio

Pamplin's new studios would be extensive: two on -air Solutions as the integration and design team. Bischoff
studios, one control room, one news anchor booth, one began working closelywith CSS Chief Engineer/Designer

Snap, Crackle, Pop?
Dropouts?

Intermittents?

0

:nalgsis Functions

1'.stream Analgzer
LAW Watchdog
l:ck/SamPle Counter

iiistortion Meter

DA795

0

0 0Digital Audio Analyzer

',71.0e.111.11. it

Solve Digital Audio Problems

Pro
Pie NIT Digital Audio

Analyzer
11CCZ)1=1

sales@sencore.com www.sencore.com 1-800-736-2673 or 1 605.339 0100 3200 Sencore Drive  Sioux Falls. SD 57107 USA
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Andrew Rosenberg. The most important con-
sideration for Bischoff was the programming
that an AM News/Talk station has to provide.
"AM operations are remote intensive and field
intensive. We had to have a system that gave
us the capabilities to expand our AM opera-
tions, because that's what AM radio stations
are required to do now."

After much discussion and research, Bischoff
chose Sierra Automated Systems (SAS( technol-
ogy for the new facility.

The primary SAS equipment used is the SAS
Rubicon SL Console. The Rubicon SL provides
router source selection, four mix buses, an un-
limited number of automatic mix -minus buses,
pan balance and IFB/talkback on each input
module.

Bischoff knew that this technology was going
to be a dramatic shift for the entire staff. "It's going to
take a while for everyone to understand the new system
and its capabilities, but with the SAS equipment we don't
have to rush to learn the system's new technology, while
successfully b-oadcasting an active AM station."

Mike Hagans, SAS' systems engineer also became
involved early in the process because system reliability
was also a huge factor. "This was going to be a pretty
large facility and I think Dave chose SAS because of
our track record." Also, Hagans said that there is an

A hub of activity, KPAM's traffic studio looks into the new studio.

aesthetic quality to SAS's systems that helps.
Behind the Rubicon SL, Bischoff selected the SAS 32KD

router. The hub of the Sierra Automated Systems con-
nected digital network, the 32KD digital router/mixer
provides switching, distribution, mixing, level control,
signal processing, intercom, IFB and mix -minus in one
modular, distributed, scalable routing system. The 32KD
is expandable to thousands of inputs and outputs at
one location or spread throughout a facility connected
via fiber.

AIRSHIFT STUDIO
NEW WAVE RADIO AUTOMATION SOFTWARE

Features for every size of radio:
 runs on Windows, Mac and Linux
 plays MPEG2, MP3 and linear
 uses standard sound cards
 "one minute setup"
 SQL database with Unicode -support
 podcast and RSS publishing
 music scheduling and reporting
 news wires and text editor
 event calendar with web publishing

Ask for educational and community radio discounts!

111111
111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

airshift sales@airshift.tv

wvtAvairshift.tv
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The newsroom bustles with activity.

Equipment List
360 Systems Instant Replay, Shortcut
APC 1000 UPSs
Aphex 320 Compellor, 323A
Audion Voxpro
Auralex RC -8 Resilient Channel, Sheetblok Plus
Broadcast Tools SS8 1 II switchers
Carver TX -11B
Cornrex Stac, Vector
Conex AS101 audio switchers
Crown D-45
DBX 1066, 168A, IEQ
Digidesign Protools
Enco Dad
ESE timing products
EV RE -20 mics

Eventide BD500
Fostex CR200 CDR
Hellerman Tyton modular RJ45 patchbays
Krone punchblocks
Marti RPU receiver
Middle Atlantic rack thermal monitoring and

cooling system, racks
Mosely SL 9003T1 STL
Musicam Starguide III
Omnirax furniture
RDL modular connector system
Rolls RS7913
Sage Endec
SAS 32KD, Rubicon
Sony A6 DAT, BDS-E1 1 Minidisc
Symetrix 303 interface amps, 528E mic processors, 581 DA
Tascam 122MKII
Telos One, Zephyr
Wirecad

30 October 2006

Each 32KD mainframe supports as many as
512 input channels and 512 output channels.
Multiple frames interconnect via the Sierra
Automated Systems audio network interface
high -capacity fiber link, which carries 1,000
channels.

Space, the final frontier
Another challenge faced by the Pamplin team

was the new space itself. Located on the first
floor of the building that houses Pamplin's news-
paper operations, the space was not specifically
designed for broadcast use. Bischoff used
the CSS team to assist the building architect
with designing the studio space and making
it sound proof.

This was a fairly large-scale build but there
were three primary factors in determining
which construction material to use: quality of
product, budget and availability. Rosenberg
recommended the Auralex acoustic treatment
for the walls of the studios. "We researched a
number of options but we kept coming back to

Auralex. A significant decider for this project was the ability of Auralex
to ship a fairly significant amount of materials in a relatively short time
frame in order to meet construction timelines."

To facilitate a smooth integration, CSS used its Pre -Wire Solution.
This entailed having most of the pre -wire completed at its facility in

FACITLITY FOCUS
WireCAD 4
WireCAD desigr tools provide
the engineer with automated
tools to produce accurate,
detailed single -line drawings,
rack layouts, cable labels
and other report& Version 4
(released earlier this year) offers
reverse engineering tools to
create drawings directly from
your imported data.
WireCAD provides the system
designer with the toolset
necessary to create the system,
but without the tedious, mind -
numbing, error -prone processes. Knowledge of CAD is not
required, WireCAD does the heavy lifting for you.
Users report tha: WireCAD is easy to use and understand.
The tool -set is powerful and intuitive, simplifying facility
installation. Online demos are available, and users can
begin creating fLnctional diagrams right away.

wirecad.com
661-253-4370

Advertisement



Colorado, including testing and initial
documentation. This process makes on -
site integration far less time consuming
than compared to doing pre -wire on -site,
and time was a factor in the creation
of the studios. KPAM and KKAD had
a fixed date to be up and running at
the new building and each day spent
on -site had to be dedicated to the more
intricate integration processes and not
the creation of cables, punch blocks and
other time consuming tasks.

Hagans spent a week configuring the
nine consoles and the router system. Of
primary concern for Hagans was setting
up the consoles so that the talent would
not have too many choices to make on
the new systems. "I spent a lot of time
setting up display lists so the new systems would not
be overwhelming to the talent."

In addition, Hagans had to configure the remote control
items and account for the large number of sources and
destinations coming into and out of the system.

On Aug. 24, the change was made from the old
building to the new facility. It's not quite as simple as
flicking a switch, but the transition from aging studios
at an old location to a new state-of-the-art facility in

The KPAM Control Studio.

an entirely new broadcast space went smoothly, or as
smoothly as you can hope for.

"I think any time you're trying to make a step, it's going
to be a bit painful," said Bischoff. "That's normal. But
you have to take the opportunity to go forward. I'm

pleased with the results."

Sheahan is communications manager with Creative Studio
Solutions, Wheat Ridge, CO.

The technology behind KPAM
SAS Rubicon- slime -

The SAS Rubicon Broadcast Console Control Surface
is the flagship console of the SAS Connected Digital
Network. The Rubicon is available in frame sizes from
8 to 40 wide. Input modules feature eight bus assign
buttons, at unlimited number of automatic mix -minus
buses, pal/balance, mode select (stereo, reverse, monu,
left, right), effects sends, record split for VoxPro/Shortcut
phone recording, and extensive user programmability to
do almost anything required in a sophisticated broadcast
plant. Rubicon interfaces to the SAS RIOLink, the remote
I/O interface that concentrates all studio wiring into a single
CAT5 cable back to the TOC. At the TOC, the SAS 32KD
Digital Roler/Mixer is the hub of the Connected Dig tal
Network, providing system -wide mixing, routing, cortrol,
communications. and intercom.

www.sasaudio.corn
818-840-6749

Creative Studio Solutions
kamplin Media coritted

Creative Studio Soluticns,
Inc. early in its audio move
ani build process. Andrew
Rcsenberg, CSS CEC/chief
engineer, proviced Pamplin
wi-h the design and laiout
of their new studios including
the soundproofrig and studio
infrastructure. CSS also proviced
all pre -wire and studio integrat on
sErvices for the entire project.

CSS worked closely with Pa-nplin's chief engineer,
Dave Bischoff, to meet, not only the immediate needs of

their stations, but to alow the :echnology Ltilized to be
expandable and versatile to rreet the neecs of the future.

3amplin's staff and the team from CSS, bcether, were
able to create an aesthetically appealing, fully functions'
technologically advanced, and significantly expandable
broadcast stucio facilty that will serve Pamplin well for
rrany years to come.

www.creativestudiosolurions.com
303-425-5004
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4.

By Kari Taylor

Radio
engineering
salaries have
been growing
steadily since 1997.

Ihe 2006 Radio magazine Salary Survey is the ten -h sal.ry surveN the
magazine has created for its radio broadcast readers. Mary things have
changed since the first survey in 1997. Digital radio ha! significaitly
increased in popularity. Consolidation has greatly reduced the nunDer
of station engineers currently employed. Through it all, radio engireers'
salaries have consistently increased.

32 October 2006
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Financia

In 1997, Radio maga-
zine asked the question:
How do you fare among
your peers? That year, sta-
tion management salaries
showed a marked differ-
ence between large and
small markets. The median
salary for the Top 50 market
was $44,374 and for the
Below Top 50, the median
salary was $32,916.

Surprisingly, $44,374 is
less than the median Top
50 staff engineer earned
on average that year:
$52,999. But times have

Staff Engineer
Median Salaries
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changed. According to the
2006 survey, station management now earn the highest
salaries of everyone. The overall median salary for this

category in 2006 is $87,999.
This year's salary survey shows a significant increase in

f47
1,

THE

EXPRESS LANE

IS NOW OPEN

AudioScience introduces the world's

first PCI Express sound cards: the

ASI6600 series. Not only do you get

the advantage of speedy PCI EXpress

data transfer, but our ASI6600 series

sound cards are loaded with Built for

Broadcast' features. With PCI Express

slots fast becoming the standard in

new PCs, now is the time to get in the

fast lane. Get ahead, and stay ahead,

with AudioScience. Learn more by

calling +1-302.324-5333 or visit

www.audioscience.com.
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ASI6600 SERIES FEATURES

+24dB analog levels

96kHz sample rates

SSX multi -channel support

MRX multi -rate mixing

MPEG Layer 2 and 3 encoding and
decoding

TSX time scaling

SoundGuard transient voltage
protection

Short 6.6" PCI card format

Up to 4 cards in one system

Windows moo, XP and Linux drivers
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Ler' livehow
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salarie:, since 1997. The estimated median salary for sta-
tion management in the Below Top 50 market is $52,857.
This is actually a significant increase even from 2005,
when the median salary was about $7,800 less.

In 1997, 30 percent of the survey respondents held the
title of chief engineer. This job title has remained stable
throughout the years and in the 2006 salary survey, 27
percent of respondents hold the title of chief engineer.
These engineers' salaries have also remained stable
with incremental increases each year. In the 1997
salary survey Radio magazine reported that the median
salary for a chief/staff engineer in the Top 50 market
was $52,999. In the 2006 salary survey the median
salary in this market is $65,833. For the Below Top
50, the median salary was $33,999 in 1997, but in
2006 the median salary is $46,111.

There are many comparisons that can be made between
the 1997 and 2006 salary surveys. For instance, the
monetary difference between the Top 50 market staff
engineer and Below Top 50 market staff engineer stayed
the same throughout the years. In 1997 the difference
between the median salary of a Top 50 staff engineer
and a Below Top 50 staff engineer was $19,000. In

2006, the median salary difference between the two
markets for a staff engineer is the same: $19,000.

Also, inflation has increased 27 percent since 1997.
The inflation rate in 1997 was 2.3 percent. For the first
holf of 2006, the inflation rate average was 3.8 percent.
(A $40,000 salary then is worth about $50,000 now.)
Overall, radio engineers' salaries have grown by about
29 percent since the 1997 survey. Therefore, the radio
industry has not only kept up with the inflation rate but
also provided a little extra cash.

This year's survey revealed that more than half (56 per-
cent) of contract engineers earn an hourly rate of $50
or more. This is a significant increase from last year's
salary survey when only 39 percent of contract engineers

134
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charged $50 or more an
hour. Fifty-two percent of
the respondents base their
charges on time only. The
rest base their charges on
a combination of time and
a fee. Also, according to
the 2006 survey, onaver-
age, contract engineers
bill 16.2 hours per week.
Thus, the average contract
engineer who negotiates
a fee of $50 an hour and
works 16.2 hours a week
will earn about $42,120
this year.

Contract engineer or
not, most respondents to
the 2006 survey work
for one or more radio
stations. These engineers
are personally responsible for an average of 3.6 sta-
tions. The average engineering department consists of
two employees and those two people generally are
responsible for four stations.

Growth spurts
The 1997 survey didn't review the c)b description for

engineers, but suffice it to say they mostly worked on
audio and RF equipment. In -oday's world, the radio
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engineer's job description has grown to include much
more than these two staple areas of expertise. In this
year's survey respondents were askec if computer, IS
and IT functions are considered part of the engineering
deportment's responsibility. Overwhelm.ngly, 68 percent
responded yes.

Not only that, but digital radio and multicasting technol-
ogy are propelling the industry in a new direction. One
in four stations intend to commence IBOC operations

QIIIINIRAK BROADCAST FURNITURE

What people are saying about Omnirax...

"Within a short amount of time Omnirax was able to
come up with a beautiful concept for our new studios."

"The Omnitax design makes these studios incredible
for talent and operators on both ddes of the console."

"Our furniture from you not only fit into our budget
and timeline, it was very well constructed and looked
beautiful. I expect to be outfitting many more
facilities with Omnirax..."

"I was impressed with the exceptional care given packaging
for shipment. A few very lzrge ani potentially
fragile components made it cross-country
completely Lnscathed"

"I wholeheartedly recommend Orinirax
to everyone."

P. 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392

. FAX 415.332.2607
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com

Fada Alper at KKI

The Engineer's Choice!
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and 19 percent already
have. Engineers need to
stay up-to-date on the latest
technology.

Keeping this in mind,
we asked how many of
the respondents have at-
tended seminars in the past

year in an effort to learn
new skills or learn about
a new technology. Not
surprisingly, 60 percent
have attended an educa-
tional seminar in the past
two years. Of that 60
percent, most of the engi-
neers took an online course

(55 percent) and several
went to a regional or local event (39 percent). Trade
publications accounted for 32 percent of training and
books 30 percent.

There are several organizations that can improve a
person's skill set. Twelve percent of respondents hold ARRL

Estimated Median Salaries
by SBE Certification

Below
Top 50
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Pick Hit Award Winner - among the best
new audio products shown at NAB 2006.

Instreamer and Exstreamer appliances!
A PC -free hardware solution for broad-
casting and receiving audio over the
Internet.

number
one
For further information visit:
www.barix.com

BAR IX

membership and four percent hold an IEEE membership.
Similarly, six percent hold Microsoft certifications and
two percent hold Novell certification.

The Society of Broadcast Engineers accounted for 19
percent of respondents taking an educational seminar.
The percentage of engineers in 2006 who hold some
level of SBE certification is 25 percent. And the estimated
median salary in the Top 50 market for an engineer
with an SBE certification is $72,999. It is $52,999
for an engineer in the Below Top 50 market.

According to the survey, regional directors/corporate

Evaluating,,

HAtil
In May 2006 Prism Business Media e -mailed

invitatiors to participate in an online survey to more than
3,500 subscribers of Radio magazine on an nth name
basis. The results of the study are presented by job
title group and market rank (Top 50 and Below Top 50).
Where appropriate, medians have been presented for
numeric responses.

The information gathered in the survey is intended to
illustrate the broad trends in the industry. Treat the data
as a starting point for salary ranges. Factors such as
cost of living and the demand for a particular job are
also important in determining a salary range.
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engineers (46 percent) and station chief engineers
(44 percent) are most likely to be SBE certified. Those
engineers who hold certification are most likely to be
at the CBNT (28 percent of respondents) or CPBE (26
percent of respondents) level. Operations staff and
managers are the least likely to hold a SBE certifica-
tion; only three percent of of these respondents hold
a certification.

So what are the main reasons people don't hold any
professional certifications? Each year as part of the salary
survey, Radio magazine asks the respondents to answer
open-ended questions. We asked the people taking the
survey to tell us just that. The answers were broad but
some of the more popular responses included:

 Not having enough time
Their employer doesn't pay for it or doesn't require

it

Can generally get by with accumulated knowledge
and customer service

 Not having them hasn't held them back
 No managers I know of respect a certification enough

to make a difference.
Another question we asked in the 2006 survey was

"What type of educational, instructional or tutorial top-
ics would be most valuable to you?" Here are some of
the responses:

Anything technical, emerging technologies, RF re-
fresher

At this point in my career, how to be patient
with my trainees

 Digital audio techniques, streaming
 HD Radio
 How does an older broadcaster survive in

these changing times?
More hands-on "how to" articles on using the

gear and what can be done with off -the -shelf

components

Growing pains
While salary growth is good news, it car

also bring more work and more stress. Another
question the survey asked respondents was "11
you could change one thing to improve your
current job, what would it be?"

Some of the answers were obvious (i.e.
money) but others were more interesting:

Get rid of nepotism
Fire my boss
'Artificial deadlines imposed by manage-

ment. You would think this is the hospital trauma

center around he -e.
Can I please get four or five extra hours

in my day?
Kill all the lawyers
'Massage therapist on staff
I am really very fortunate. The two com-

panies I work for are considerate and do not
make unreasonable demands.

The radio industry has endured many
changes since 1997, and that includes en-
gineers' salaries. But of all the comparisons

Contract En; ineers
werage Hour y Rates

Othe- Less than S20

S2C-S29

made between the 1997 survey and the 2006 survey,
there is one enduring theme: the change in salaries has
been positive with consistent growth.

Introducing the FIRST Analog
& HD Digital FM Translators.

The TRX-HD Series from

4 ARMSTRONG
An TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

www.armstrongtx.com
315-673-1269

All of your listeners can now hear you -
analog and HD Radio Programming!

PIC HIT.1
III) Radio is a registered trademark of iFliquit! (.
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FIELD REPORT

AKG
Perception 200

If you have read any of my other articles about the use of
condenser microphones in radio applications you already
know that I'm a fan of them. While many of us have added

EQ to the output of a mic preamp, nothing beats using a mic
that produces the low -end that we want naturally, along with
finely detailed high -frequency content. In a business where
we strive to attract and keep listeners with our sound, and
more specifically the sounds of announcer's voices, I can really
think of no other more important single studio item than a good

microphone. I like to process
mics minimally-and this is easy
with a good condenser-so that
I give our announcers just an ever
so slightly larger than life sound.
Use of a large -diaphragm condenser
microphone type is the key. Until fairly recently,
mics of this type were beyond the budgetary
reach of many radio stations, but lately there

V-= -'5;ritAyrny
tIMOU
VFPR
iromin
rrenn
'Iona
tvco

Performance at a glance
Single cardioid pattern

Gold -sputtered
diaphragm

All -metal body

High volume capability
(135dB SPL)

Switchable
attenuator pad

Switchable
bass -cut filter

Two-year parts and
labor warranty

Includes shockmount
and hardshell
carrying case

have been more condenser mics introduced to
the market by more manufacturers, so the price
points have dropped. AKG has introduced an
economical large -diaphragm condenser micro-
phone, the Perception 200.

Even at its low price point, this microphone
appears to be rugged and well made. As you
can see from its frequency response chart it has a
relatively minor high frequency bump centered at
about 1 2kHz and a flat low -end response. The
bass cut switch allows the user to attenuate low
frequency content through the use of a 1 2dB/oc-
tave HPF with a 300Hz corner frequency.

Under test
KJR Sports Radio 19501 in Seattle is a locally

programmed sports and talk station at which the
microphones make a significant contribution to the
overall sound of the station. Edit -bay two is our test

.BERADIO.COM

By Doug Irwin

studio for new microphones,
and we have reviewed many.
The test procedure for the
AKG perception was simple.
A Mackie Onyx 1220 was
used for the pre -amp for the
AKG along with the mic that
has been in use for quite some
time (another large -diaphragm

condenser). The test equipment
is a pair of Sony MDR7506s

and my ears. Mics are located
adjacent to one another and by

alternating them in to the program bus
I can make a fair and quick comparison

in the way they sound.
Overall I liked the sound of this mic. It was not

quite as bright as our standard mic but it had a
richer low -end; in fact it needs to be worked six
to nine inches away so that the low end doesn't
sound like too much. (In practice the low -frequency

cut switch could be used should this be a problem.)
"P -popping" would likely be an issue should the
user work it too closely. The fact that you do work
it farther far away means that the end user doesn't
have to be quite as cognizant of where they are
with respect to it; no one need be concerned with
using the proximity effect to unnaturally build the
low frequency content of their voices. This mic has
its own rich low end that I feel many announcers
would appreciate. The other side of the coin is
that a microphone such as this needs to be used
in a quiet room with the appropriate acoustical
design. If the studio you use sounds lively with a
more run-of-the-mill dynamic mic, then this is not for
you. Room ambience will be exaggerated.

The use of condenser mics is a good way to
mcke your station stand out. Sure, listeners won't
know why your jocks sound more real, and usually
more intelligible; they'll just realize that they do.
The AKG Perception 200 is an economical way
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AKG
P 818-920-3208

W www.akgusa.com

E akgusa@harmon.com
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The pickup pattern and frequency response of the Perception 200

to test the waters in the use of a condenser type mic,
while minimizing the risk that the talent won't like it.

Mote than likely, they'll love it.

liwin is a contract engineer in Seattle.

Edrtors note: Field Reports are an seclusive Radio rrogazine feature for
Ida brnarleasters. Each report is prepared by well -qualified staff at a rade,
1* ir production facility or consulting company

 ..se reports are perfumed by the misty, Ice the industry. MsrufactIzer
ernited to txcivicfrig ban eoupment and to aiding the author d requested.
tre responsibility of Radio magazire to publish the results of any device
positive or negative. No report should be considered an endorsement

v disapproval by Radio maganne.

Documenting your facility
without WireCAD?

The tools you need,
at a price you can afford.

Drawings, integral databases, reports for cable
labels (and error -checking to prevent duplicates)

No More Drafting!

Try it free, and
learn more at

www.wirecad.com
Because Genius Ain't Easy!

Complete Training Solutions for Today's Industry!

Technical Training Solutions
for the 21st Century!

University Based Training

HSI pan rieip you meet
FCC/OSHA compliance

:equirements. We also provide
all levels of technical training to
meet all your company's needs.

Technical Training Safety Training

 Corn Tech Funda nentals (Lye)

 Line Sweep Testily

 Intro to Radio Antenna Sys -ems

Think Safety  Thu k RSI

RSI offers over 100 onlrie
technical/safety courses specialized

for the Broad :ast Induicry,

For an online demo of one
or our many safety & techtical
courses visit. wars.rsicorr_com

1-888-830-5648

 OF Site Safety Awareness'`

 Telecom Construction Safety'.

 Blended Larnin0/10 & 30 hour

 Advanced RF Train The Trainer'.

 Online & Live 10 hour OSHA
outreach card

 Web -Based Training

Let RSI be your chosen partner
for all of your safety &

technical training needs!
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My experience includes building several RF facilities.
used many brands of antennas with power ranges from
800W to 100kW.

In the fall of 1991 our family expanded our Manistique,
MI, business and built our first 700' structure and installed

a medium -power Jampro
antenna. For the installa-
tion we used an antenna
with 15/8" antenna bay
interconnects. This was
a mistake because the bay interconnects can't
survive in the windy conditions at that height.
Jampro acknowledged that it was too light duty
for that harsh environment. We learned this after

FIELD REPORT .BERADIO.COM

Jampro JHPC By Todd Noordyk

Ihave been in FM broadcasting full time since 1982. I currently own five
stations. My father started an FM the year I was born in 1960. We owned
several stations together back then. Working for Stu (my dad) was great

training for me, and I've been around the radio business all of my life.
In doing so, I have

manufacturer did not perform nearly as well as
the Jampro Penetrator that was used in 1991.
The station was now non-existent in the market
we previously served with the old 10 -bay Jampro.
Jampro proved its value to me once again.

The JHPC series of
antennas are available
to cover the entire FM
band, and systems can
be installed with a vari-
ety of options. Antennas
can be made directional
to fit a specific coverage
area, and Jampro can

perform pattern measurement studies to tailor
an antenna's coverage. Likewise, reduced-RF
arrays can be fabricated, and electrical beam
tilt and null fill can be designed into a system.
Custom mounting brackets can also be ordered
for unique installations.

Another project
In November 2001 I began working on another

700' tower project, this time in Marquette, MI. I

called my old tower sales representative, who had
joined a new tower and antenna manufacturing
company. He visited the site and recommended
a tower, transmission line and an antenna pack-
age that included the company that he had gone
to work for. While I was already pleased with
Jampro from past experience-and this package
did not include Jampro-laccepted the proposed
package, which allowed me to work with only

Experience has
proved that

all antennas are
not created equal.

Performance at a glance
Accepts 50kW

input power

Marine brass and
copper construction

Multiple -frequency
designs available

VSWR of 1.10:1
±200kHz

Available with radomes

experiencing a couple of burn outs.
To remedy the situation, Jampro supplied new

31/s interconnects, which cured the trouble. I've
always appreciated this level of customer service
from Jampro.

When we sold the station in 1999, it was
forced to change frequencies. The new owners
installed a new 10 -bay antenna from another
manufacturer for the new frequency. After the
upgrade, an evaluation of the signal strength at 60
miles showed that the new antenna from another
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one vendor. I installed a four -bay and a 10 -bay
antenna from this company.

The last few days of 2005 brought rare and
severe icing to Marquette, which lies outside the
ice belt of the Midwest. To my dismay, my four-
year -old four -bay failed. The antenna apparently
took a winter lightning strike, accumulated ice,
shorted and failed. I had to decide between
replacing the four -bay with an antenna from that
same manufacturer, or give Jampro another try. I

Jampro
P 91 6-383-1177

W www. la m pro.com

E jampro©jampro.com

decided to go with Jampro. I ordered a
high -power Penetrator and added radomes
to eliminate the potential icing problem.

This past April, the decision paid off
again. After three months of tough weather,
Marquette experienced more heavy ice.
The new four -bay Jampro with radomes
stayed on air when the 10 -bay (mounted
below the four -bay) yielded a high VSWR
that tripped the transmitter. I could not use
the 10 -bay for three days until the ice fog
left the area and the wind picked up to
carry the ice away.

This experience showed me that all anten-

nas are not created equal. Going forward,
my choice of high -power antennas for high
towers is simple: Jampro Penetrator with

The antenna can also be fitted
with radomes.

FIELD REPORT
radomes. It stays on in the ice and delivers a farther
reach. I need that.

1\ibordyk is president of Great Lakes Radio, Marquette, MI.

Editor's note: Fed Reports are an exclusive Radio magazire feature for
raid broaricacters. Each report is prepared by well -qualified 'gaff at a rado
station. production facility or consulting company.

these reports are performed try the rxtustry, for the ndusty. tianufactura sup -
pat is limited to pref./ding ben EOL1Prrent and to aiding te adthcr f requestel

lt e the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the resits of any cbvice
tested, positive or negative. Nc report should be consderec an endorsement
a disapproval by Radio maga:r

a

Product Showcase

*A 1

Sine Systems

Model DAI-2 Dialup Audio Interface
perform unattended remote broadcasts

 DTM= operate.i controller with relay outputs
fully Drogram rrable output on any key press

 momentary an tor maintained relay outputs
four bgic inputs with programmable output

 balaiced audio input and output with ALC

615.228.3500
mon Mfi,rmation. www.sinesystems.com

Acoustics First
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise
BlockAicr. Control On A Roll

Vinyl Barrier :0 block noise. Increases wall
mass witaout increasing its depth. .125 inch, STC = 27

1.888-765-2900
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NEW PRODUCTS .BERADIO.COM

by Kari Taylor, senior associate editor

Effects processor
Eventide

H7600: With 1,100
preset algorithms, this

processor delivers nu-
merous banks of effects
designed to emulate
environments and ren-
der complex effects for

broadcast and post -production professionals.
Every preset is its own unique algorithm; a com-
bination of effects is crafted for a precise function
or effect. Users can create their own unique preset -

algorithms. The processor includes the PC and OS
X graphic preset development tools.

201441-1200; fax 201441-1640
www.ovootide.com; audio@eventide.com

Audio/MIDI interface
Tascam

US -122L: Record two tracks at a time with
zero latency with this system. The interface
provides MIDI input and output, 96kHz/24-
bit recording and two XLR mic inputs with
phantom power. Two analog line inputs
are provided, with one switchable to high
impedance for use with guitars and bass.
The interface is USB 2.0 equipped.

323-726-0303; fax 323-727-7635
www.tascam.com; toscomat@toscom.com

Active monitor
Tannoy

Reveal D series: This new model offers
cabinets that have been further braced and
refined to provide a more rigid platform. Se-
curely attached to the solid baffle, with less

than 10 hex socket coun-

tersunk -head screws,
the all -new bass driver
oerforms with reduced
distortion. The speaker
Features calibrated EQ
facility for mid/near/
close -field working in

full/half/quarter and
eighth -space environ-
ments, midband and
high frequency trim shelv-

ing controls, a choice
of power and cabinet
sizes, analog and digital input. Features:
40mm thick contoured baffle, driver lossy-
coupled to cabinet, 10 screw driver chassis
fixing, S/PDIF 96kHz input with slave output
to second speaker, balanced XLR/jack com-
bination input connector and a front mounted
on/mute/energy saver switch.

519-745-1158
www.tannoy.tc inquiries@tannoyna.com

Automated
DVD/CD publisher
Microboards Technology

GX-1: Incorporat-
ing auto loading
technology, this
device uses Vivera,

HP's latest ink technol-

ogy, creating vibrant
colors while providing

a compact desktop foot-
print. The GX-1 ships with

all of the necessary software
for operation, including its

core recording and label design
software. It comes standard with a

starter kit of blank discs and ink.
612-470-1848; fax 612-470-1805

www.iniaolmords.com
sales@microboards.com

USB condenser mic
Marshall Electronics

PAXL.006: A cardioid con-
denser microphone, this prod-
uct features a large gold dia-
phragm and connects directly to
a computer via USB without the
need for external mic preamps.
The analog section features
a 20Hz to 20kHz frequency
response, pressure -gradient
condenser capsule and a three -
position, switchable attenuation
pad with settings for OdB, -5dB
and -10dB. The digital section
features a 16 -bit Delta Sigma

A/D converter with a sampling
rate or 44.1kHz and 48kHz. Protecting the
instrument's capsule is a heavy-duty wire mesh
grill with an integrated pop filter.

800-800-6608; fax 310-333-0688
www.mxlmics.com; sales@mxlmics.com
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COMPLETE
MICROPHONE
TO ANTENNA
TECHNICAL
SERVICES

BALSYS
TECHNOLOGY GROUP. INC.
MMO IIIIOADCAST TECHNICAL WEEVILS*

Complete Systems Integration
Studio and RF Systems Installation, Test,

& Documentation

HD Radio Transmission
Factory Authorized By Several Manufacturers
For HD Installatior & Certification

Plug & Play Transmitter Buildings
Solid Reinforced Concrete Shelters With All
Equipmept Installed, Tested, & Documented -
Ready For Simplified Site Build

BALSYS
WOOD ARTs, INC.

Custom Broadcast Studio Furniture
High Quality, Distinctive, & Rugged Studio
Furnishings - Designed & Fabricated For
The Specific Studio & Application

SYT(S)4ENZ_com

SystemsStore
Your Online Source for Cable, Connectors,
Punchblocks, Racks, Wire Management,

Test Equipment, Tools, & Problem Solvers
To Complete Any Technical Installation.

BALSYS COMPANIES  930 Carter Road #228-234, Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA
T: 407.656.3719  F: 407-656-5474  www.Balsys.com  www.SystemsStore.com



Find the mic
winner

NEW PRODUCTS

Digital headset
HM Electronics

WH200 Comlink: Weighing 5.7 ounces, the wireless design
makes Comi ink more user-friendly, circumventing the hazard of

cables snagging on other equipment. The headset's ergo-
nomic shape provides a stable fit while the digital design
provides clear communication. Operating in the license -
free 2.4GHz frequency band, Comlink provides clear,
digital sound quality with no interference from neighboring
systems. The headset is compatible with HME's portable

DX 1 00 or rack -mounted DX200 base stations.
858-535-6060; www.hme.com

Multi -processor
DBX Professional Products

Driverack 4820: With a 96kHz
processing engine, this processor
features a blank front panel designed
specifically for installations that need

tamper -proof controls. The unit offers algorithms such as selectable DSP inserts
on the inputs and outputs, EQ, delay, compression and limiting, bandpass and
crossover filters. The system provides four inputs and eight outputs, and monito'

and controls signal routing as well as the processing of multiple units --all using
Ethernet equipment including router,. n -d wireless access points.

801-568-7660; fax 801-568-7662
www.dbxpro.com; customer@dbxpro.com

Make ERI part of your
broadcast strategy.

ELECTRON/CS RESEARCH, INC. Cos /
Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions'  87- :. i-LINE  www.eriinc.com

Alt

August rISSISO
Congra-ulot ons to

Austin
Stinnett

0- )WC3-occcasting,
Cookevi FE, TN. -dis na

was drov-Ifron he cor-
antries fo- the August iss
He won a Hei 12-20 rot
from Traisaudi-.: Group.

111.20'4
The mic ccn the
upper ley cor-i-x of ti -e

ZE bra

BROADCASTING
-EVAr a r sa d o gr ou p c

No porthase necesscr)..
For canalete ru ei, go k- aercdio.corn,

VW.
NW- 

OUTDOOR DUMMY LOADS

I. (.4
6600 Series

Convection -Cooled Resistor Loads

Available in 610N, ' & 20kN P D er ?atin
Ideal fcr HD Applications
No AC Power Required

Of. Box 249 Yellville, krkansas '2687
70-449-4032 Fax: 870-449-E 000

E-mail: altoct c@nrn-tome.::om
Web Site: tttp:rwww.a tronic.«,m

ONIC RESEARCH INC.
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Hey, Good Lookin,' any
more like you at home?

Why, yes. And thanks for asking.

Electronic Musician Engineering

SOUNDS
V 1014VO et

emusician.co-n

millimeter

GOING
TAPELESS

digitalcontentproducer.com

Control the

VOLUM
Jogasildigotai Ir.

4001.'

S

broadcastengineering.corn

MIX --5,bigiva

Loki MI 4.
CONSOLES M -

1 ...-......

I

I -rN

klINOV1

mixonline.com

Tolkien
Points

dler. 4.11, Ilhir MVOS

livedesignonline.com

remixmag.com

Margo
Complete control

0
ADVENAJRES

DISTRIBy

d gitalcontentproducercoon

,11

Sound&Video- contractor

PROJECTING
ATION

svconline.com

Across the span of the entertainment technology field, we often find a high degree of cross -brand interest

among both readers and advertisers. An audio professional who devours Mix on a monthly basis might have

great interest in high -end sound for motion picture and television production, and apply for a subscription

to millimeter. A Broadcast Engineering reader with interest in high definition production may find the

information she needs in Digital Content Producer's HD Focus e -newsletter. A mixing board manufacturer

advertising in Live Design may find an new and lucrative market in Sound & Video Contractor.

Prism Business Media brands serve more than 350,000 professionals across entertainment technology,

offering the industry's leading publications, Web sites, e -newsletters, conferences and events and more

- all crafted by our award -winning editorial teams to provide the information and insights you need to do

your job better-or to connect with potential buyers. And if you've discovered one of our brands, chances

are that there are others that can also impact your world.

For subscription information, or for information on how you can reach this empowered audience, visit our

web site at PrismEntTech.com

PRISM
BUSINESS MEDIA"

ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY GROUP

PrismEntTech.com



NEW PRODUCTS BERADIO.COM

Telco interface
Pulsecom
HD PCAU: This unit avoids MPEG signal corruption while introducing minimum
delay to enable real time monitoring. It adds Apt -x 20Hz to 20kHz audio, an in -
band RDS data link and compatibility with the existing PCAUs. Transitioning from
analog to digital or from 15kHz to 20kHz can be accomplished at each end of a
link as time and budgets permit rather than via a costly and risky flash cut.

(800) 381-1997; fax 703-471-2951; www.pulse.com

THE STRONGEST LINK
For all your studio to transmitter and studio networking needs, look to the WorldNet Oslo
from APT.

A powerful and reliable solution designed
for multiple channel audio transport, the
WorldNet Oslo delivers up to 28 mono or
14 stereo channels over a single T1, El or
IP link.

Contact us to find out what WorldNet Oslo
can do for your air chain or request a
demo.

Highly intuitive
user-friendly
interface with
VU meters and
programmable
fault monitoring,
all via IP

 Modular Multiple Channel Audio Codec

 Designed for your STL and Studio -to -
Studio Links

 Audio over T1, El or IP

 Enhanced apt -e, J.57 or Linear audio

 Up to 4 audio channels per audio card

 Up to 7 audio cards per chassis

 Analog and AES/EBU audio interfaces

 All cards hot-swappable

 Redundant Power Supplies

 In -band Management over T1 / E1 link

 Powerful User Interface for control
and supervision

 5.1 Phase -locking for seamless
surround sound

APT Europe Ltd APT North America APT Japan Email: infoltiapbc.com
Tel: +44 28 9037 1110 Toll -free: 800-955-APTX Tel: +81 (0) 3 5171 1191 Web:www aptx.com
Fax: +44 28 9037 1137 Fax 732-796-0304 Fax: +81 (0) 3 5771 1192

Web broadcasting
NCH Swift Sound
Broadwave: Broadwave handles the
audio stream compression, player format
negotiation, bandwidth adjustment and
serving over the Internet. When used
with pre-recorded audio the application
will allow an unlimited number of streams
to be served. An efficient and optimized
server design means that, if you have the
bandwidth, as many as 500 simultaneous
connections can he served on one PC

www.nch.com.au; nch@nch.com.au

Internet radio
Solutions Radio
Orion Web Box: The Orion Web Box
offers the opportunity to listen to audio
books, newspapers and magazines via
the Internet. People with a reading or a
visual handicap can make a selection
from the list of offered books, magazines
and information based on audible instruc-
tions and tones. The radio station can
be managed remotely via a Web -based
application and, as a result, specific
programs for individual auditors can be
looked after without any interaction with
the listener.

+31 15 262 59 55

fax +31 15 257 15 95
www.solutionsradio.n1

LCD mounting arm
Innovative Office
Products
EVO LCD: The arm levitates a flat panel
monitor above the work surface, enabling
adjustment of monitor height and position.
The arm rotates 360° at three pivot points,
extends 17.5" and has a vertical range
of 10.5". Arm strength is user -adjustable,
allowing the user to float monitors from six
to 13 pounds. Its design allows it to fold
back upon itself, enabling the user to push
the monitor back flush with the wall.

800-524-2744; fax 610-253-9521

www.lcdarms.com; sales@LCDarms.com
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Independent Talkback
A Headphone System with Selectable Talkback for Each User

r
 

t tiirr-4

(",1
.-.

FlexPhones Master
FlexPhones Master is a professional Broaacast/Studa six channe distributed

headr hone system with independent talkhadr capabilities Each of the sx channels
provices stereo program mondonng arid selective taikback with intercornection via

CAT5 cable to multiple Active Headphone Remotes (AHR-1) and/or ?Aortic( Selector
Interface (MSI) Multiple masters may be cascaded to form large, systems

The FlexPhones Master is equipped with inputs for stereo program aid talkback
audio Rear panel program and talkback trimmers are provided to pre-sa maximum

input evels The microphone/line level talkback input is available via E rear panel
plug -ii euroblock connector. while the front panel XLR connector facilitrtes the use
of a iker-provided gooseneck microphone or headset. The front panel s equipped
with e level control for local headphones with both 1/4* and 1/8' stern .o
jacks The six front panel talkback switches allow the user to independently
communicate with each AHR-1 listener and can be configured to :nsirt talkback
audit into only the left or both ears and dim either or both program chinnels. Any
ccrntination of switches may be pressed, while the 'All-Calr interrupts ill listeners
The Thlkback function can be remotely controlled. Six RJ45 jacks are provided to
distobute audio and power via CATS cable to the AHR-1's, which ooform to the
Studio Hub format Low -Z balanced audio chstnbuten a used to preJuie
audio degradation with long cable runs.

Talk Back/t. ne or Mic

Stereo Program

Talk
3ackl
Mic

raiin '""1

AHR-1 Active Headphone Remote
The Active Headphone Remote (AHR- I1 contains a stereo amplifier designed

to work with any combination ci high -efficiency headphones with impedar ces
between 24 sod 600 ohms The \HR -t is equipped with 1/8" and 1/4" heaclphor e
jacks. level control. user-confgured uti ity momentary pushbutton and LED
indicator Two rear panel RJ45 jacks are f rovided for connection via CAT5 citse
to the FlexRiones Master. The ;HR -1 may be desktop mounted, under counter
or with the optional HR-1/MP o- HR-1/MP-XLR mounting plates, which may 1,r,
turret or coulter -top mounted

1111..1.-"--.":-.-

Marn.factured with
Pride in the USA

BROADCAST't o o Is
supportdb .oadcasttools.com

www.broadcasttools.com

INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS FOR BROADCAST
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GALLERY
Elevated Radial System
 Easily Inspected

 Less tpensis

 Performs equal to or better than a buried
system

 Requires less labor and materials to install

 Fully corn plies Is ith requirements

 can utilize the land below the system for

farming, storage buildings, etc.

 FREE system design with purchase of an

des ated radial system from Nott Ltd.

Phone 505-327-5646
Fax 505-325-1142

nott ltd
ra Plata Iles

Farmington, \ \ I I fs 1 54111

email: info a ElOttlIll.rom

This is a small ad for a

GREAT
RADIO AUTOMATION
SOFTWARE
with a small price, too!

Get your free demo today:

www.radiocube.com

We beat the competition.

Software for
Station Operators and D1 s

I
Easy Ordering In Nanoseconds

fin._ or----Aump

With the ONLY 1,800+ page catalog
of the NEWEST information 4 times
a year, and daily updates to Dyer
700,000 products on-line, you can
depend on Mouser for easy ordering
in nanoseconds!

mouser.com (800) 346-6873

[E L E C T R O N I C S
MOUSER

The Newest Products
For Your Newest Designs

Taos NEWEST Seirricandusaas I analysis 11rSarconnoctsI Pow I Eloctnanschsnical I Test. Toots C Supplles

Serendipity
Broadcasting

(636)586-8697 Festus - Missouri
sviconun@nightowl.net

Rapid Deployment Broadcast
Communications Trailers

1
6 6

NN hen the unexpected happens and you
need to operate a temporary studio, our
travel trailer system will provide all you
need. The studio contains:

 Arrakis 10 channel console,
 Dual CD player,
 Dual cassette deck,
 Audio processing,
 RPU capable & phone service (If

local service available).
 A Crown FM1000 or Broadcast Elec-
tronics AM 1A.
 SWR FMEV/2 antenna for FM or a

long wire antenna for AM.
 AC power supplied by a 6000 watt
gas generator.

www.sviCommunications.com

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

I (WO y Fitt r in Haw 14. Ustny Tr r,11,1 ID

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM, ITU-R P.1546-1,
PTP, FCC and others with Probe 3Tm

GI Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommanderm

iiiPrepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro TV

./Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D TM

VSCOMMUNICATIO engineering consulting
RA Ceemodeslims sat. art software. istalowlsa Comlnars

oft The leader in broadcast

www.v-soft.com 800 743-3684
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Call -ins driving you crazy?
Relax. Your Telos One -x -Six just shipped today.

Telos One -x -Six Multi -Line Talk Show System

PROAUDIO.COM
, 00USE-KIMZEY COMPANY

Home office: 800-433-2105
C -K Colorado: 800-257-6233
C -K Mid America: 877-223-2221
C -K Missouri: 800-955-6800

ef011fellilla
2006 Crouse Kinuey Co

'Neel FCC Certified
ST0'. FM Stereo Transmitter
rib

GET OH -THE RIR, STAY ON -THE -AIR!
V SOW RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &

auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM and Translators, as

well as stand-alone exciters

What's the
bottom line?
To stay on -the -air!
The PX50 was designed with
that in mind! Auto monitoring
of all parameters, with auto-
matic power reduction and
restore on VSWR and tempera-

ture errors! No more down time, AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus
the PX50 is FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (ID: PF3PX50) and Industry
Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you will never have to worry about non-
compliance! Get on the air QUICK...and STAY on the air, with the PXSO!

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC.
590 Fishers Station Drive  Victor, NY 14564
800-446-2295  585-924-4560

ramseywwwcamseyelectronics.com
Providing Value And Performance For Over 30 Years!

RacIllo
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

www.beradio.com

0A)
MOORETRONIX

I A INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available, the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct 'eplacernent for the PR&E CI -2 interface.
Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device

and console logic. Each module comes with conrectors, pins
and instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
VVVVVV.MOORETRONIX.COM
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Serendipity

Broadcasting
(636)586-8697 Festus - Missouri

svicomm@nightowl.net

Public Inspection
File Preparation

Did you know that in the past two
years more than 1000 radio stations
were fined by the FCC for failure
Iii properly maintain their Public
Inspection Files? Would your Fut

,ild up to FCC inspection?

I et us maintain your files for you!
We will...
 Create/Update & maintain File
 Provide easy to complete infor
mation packet

 Ship updated File to you guar
terly

 Work with you personally

Quarterly compliance inspections
available ... Ask for details!

www.sviCommunications.com

Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Immediate
Shipment
from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

760.744-0700  800.737-2787
Fax: 760.744.1943

www.rfparts.com
/LIfINYft

AM RF Systems...

LBA Technology, Inc.
Reach Farther, Sound Better'

without the surprises.

LBA Technology is your proven, worldwide supplier

of HD radio ready AM antenna systems. Our array

of RF products includes directional antenna systems,

diplexers and triplexers, ATU's, and components for

every power level. LBA systems are designed and

custom fabricated to your distinct requirements.

We put our 40 years of AM RF experience into

helping you reach farther and sound better! See w

hat we can do for you at www.LBAgroup.com or

call us at 252-757-0279.

252.757.0279 www.LBAgroup.com  3400 Tupper Drive Greenville, NC 27835

4411( A -reTveErtNiTsleOrsN

To advertise in Radio magazine, contact:

Steven Bell
913.967.7221  sbell@prismb2b.com

Joyce Nolan
610.701.9993  jnolan@prismb2b.com
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REMOtE Broadcast Solutions!!!
f

e6 A
F.CIRUNthe Input  ambee.M X

--,

MicTel - Mic/Llne to TFlEphonc Interface

D Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular phone or
balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

D Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

D. High quality, user-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

D External power input with silent, auto -switching battery backup.

Individual gain controls for send, receive and headphones levels

(3123==mbIlirt
352-335-6555

G22/13113174
OMizzilltb
2805

Florida 32609,

Lac uOVVorklis It/lap

TetTap - Pocket -Sired
Manual Telephone Coup'cr

Can be used as a phone tap or a passi%e manual
telephone coupler.

$) Send or receive telephone audio.

F>, Mute Switch disconects all audio to or 'tom
the phone Ine but leaves the Te"Tap cannected.

D Compact size & low cost makes he Tel-ap a great
remote kit additior for main or backup :apabilities.

Gel info on these E other
grEai remotE products at
www.cir cuitwerkes corn

Transcom Corporation
AM Ei FM Transmitters

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

MD FM TRAMMITTERS EXCITERS

1.5 KW 1983 BE FM 1 5A -New* 20 and 30 W synthesized

2 KW 1999 Crown FM 2000A exciters

2.5 KW 1984 Continental 814R-1 Used Continental 802A

3.5 KW 1986 Harris HT 3.5
7+ KW 2005 Harris Z16 HD NEWIILIRAIIRMIETIRS
10 KW 1988 BE FM10A Special Discount Pricing On:
10 KW 2001 Henry 10.000D-95 VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w
20 KW 1990 BE FM2OB to 10kW)
20 KW 1985 Harris FM2OK TV STL

20 KW 1989 FMO 20,0000B
25 KW
50 KW

1980

1982
CSI -T -25 -FA (Amp Only)

Harris Combiner w/auto
exciter- transmitter
switcher

USED TV TRANSMITTERS
1 KW UHF Axcerra 832A. CH 28
5 kW UHF Harris Diamond CD Solid

Mate
55 KW UHF GE TT59B. CH 25

USERAKIRANSMITION 55kW UHF RCA TTU-55
1982 Continental 814R11 KW

1 KW 1999 Harris Gates 1
1 KW 1983 Harris MW1A MORO USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
5 KW 1996 Continental 315D Solid State Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter, 50S
5 KW 1974 Continental 315F Denon 720R cassette, NEW
5 KW 1982 Harris MW5A Patch Panel. 3 port. 1-5/8"
5 KW 1987 Harris MW5B Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital
10 KW 1985 Continental 316F 2 Twr
10 KW 1982 Harris MW10A Sole Voltage Reg. 60hz 1 KVA
50 KW 1985 Continental 317 C2 s -phase

Please go to our web site for updated listings - www.fmamtv.com
Retuning and Testing Available

CALL US FOR A QUOTE!
2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley. PA 19006

800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-928-7361

Get your own
Each month, the
Radio Technology Leader
brings you the latest
mus-,-read information
about radio broadcasting:

FCC Update
' Managing Technology
*Trends in Technology
Facility Showcases
'Field Reports
 New Products
RF Engineering

copy!

Radiobowing

a

am.

At

THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LE_ E.titEDIn

To start your own FREE subscription, go
to er.pbsub.com/nn5012 and complete
the on-line application four TODAY!
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

AcousticsFirst
Number: 888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

CAREER

Where can I find... a new job?

an engineer?

RESUMEBank
JobsONLINE

Go to Career Services at www.sbe.org  (317)8464000

THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

Check us out on
the Internet!

WWW.BERADIO.COM

StationPlaylist
Broadcasting

Software
Version 4.0 of our track scheduler, live
DJ assistance, and automation soft-
ware is now available. Designed for
small to medium sized radio stations,
the bundle is ideal for small commer-
cial, LPFM, community stations, and
Internet broadcasting.

The full professional bundle costs less
than $400 all up, and includes artist &
title separation, voice track recording,
voice track / song ramp overlapping,
'Now Playing' website interface, 96
instant jingles, time -of -day announce-
ments, satellite feeds, fixed and auto-
matic crossfading, internet streaming,
integrates with traffic software, and
much more.

Give your station a professional
sound with StationPlaylist Creator and
Studio. Testimonials are available on
our website.

www.stationplaylist.com
sales@stationplaylist.com

to
advertise

in

Radio
magazine

Rail!
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Jim Smith
Owner
Muddy Hole
Studio
Martinsburg,
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With worked in
live sound through
the 70s, and in
1983 he went to
work for NPR.

His work included the first two all -
digital production features for NPR's All
Things Considered.

In 1990, Smith built the Muddy Hole
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put it on the road, recording CDs and
broadcastirg all musical genres.
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SIGN OFF VVWVV.BERADIO.COM

by Kari Taylor, senior associate editor

Do you remember?
Broadcast Electronics manufactured the Spotmaster 400 playback

unit from 1959 until the mid -1980s, with several models in between.
The average frequency response was a flat ±1dB with a signal-to-noise
ratio in the low 50s. Wow and flutter was measured at about 1.5 per-
cent. During its more than 25 years of production, many models were
produced with varying improvements, such as record and playback, a
delay unit and improvements in noise figures . The biggest improvement

came with the releaseless solenoid. This was
a mechanical arm with a pressure roller that
wised the cart up and down.

Picture 1 is a Spotmaster in a wooden box.
It was one of the first 100 cart machines ever
made. Picture 2 is a Spotmaster still in opera -
'ion at Internet radio station WJJD, a tribute
station to the original Chicago station.

Is radio important in
consumers' everyday lives?

Source: American Media Services, April 2006,
1/444wamenbanmediaservices.corn.

Photos courtesy of BE and Alan McCall.

That was then

On March 31, 2006, Greater Media turned 50
years old. On that day in 1956 Yale classmates
Peter Bordes and Joseph Rosenmiller began broad-
casting as a single radio station in Southbridge,
MA. By the 1980s, Greater Media's business
included radio, cable TV, printing, publishing
and telecommunications operations.

Today, Greater Media is the parent company of
19 AM and FM radio stations in Boston, Detroit,
Philadelphia and New Jersey; a modern printing
facility and a group of weekly newspapers in cen-
tral New Jersey; and several telecommunications
towers throughout the United States.

The photo shows WCTC's studio in New Bruns-
wick, NJ, which was the second station Bordes
and Rosenmiller operated. It was taken within the
first five years of Greater Media's existence.
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Furi'l id1)1)\,0107
The Vorlis AP -3 digital processor is
the ideal tool shape your sound

exactly the way you want it
-cleanly and efficiently.

Built aroind a multi -band compressor
with cDmplementary AGC, the AP -3
replaces a whole rack cif dedicated

units. VORSIS pre -conditions your
signal (HPF, LP:, notch filter, de-esser,

expander), then let's you apply 3 -band
AGC/compression and 4 -band para-

metric EQ (;ignal chai -I reversible)
before going through 3 'inal stage

zero -overshoot peak limiter.

With real-time spectrim density
readouts and full metering, our

included PC graplic interface
sof:ware makes operation of the

AP -3 d rect and easy, offering
complete contro cf all audio
parameters, presets, monitor

functions, system settings
and security-all through

a single R.1-45 ethernet
connection that lets

you control one or
marry AP -3 units.

TM

TAILOR THAT SOUND E7FA

tel 252-638-7000 / swes@vorsis.com / www. vors '5. co m Copyright tID 2005 by t, . Corporation



It's a Whole New WORLD!
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A U DIOARTS ENGINEERING

AUDIOARTS NET is the EASY way to interface your D -75N digital consoles! And
because D-75Ns are also standalone designs each studio can operate INDEPENDENTLY, relying on the
network only to share resources. And by EASY interface we MEAN it-you don't have to be a software
guru or IT professional to get up and running-and STAY running! And because it's AUDIOARTS, you
can rest assured it'll be reliable and preserve your budget. TAKE ADVANTAGE of WHEATSTONE's
extensive expertise in DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY!

=-=-:-----:ti AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

sales @whea tstone. corn / tel 252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net Copyright © 2006 by Wheatstor e Corporation


